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18 October 2010

The General Manager
Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer Commiss¡on
PO Box 3131
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Sir

Re: Draft Determination - Exclusive Pilotage Services Agreement at the port of Brisbane

The National Bulk Çomm.g{tie9 Group (NBCG) received a copy of the Austratian Competition &
consumer commission's (ACCC) Draft Determination in respect io Brisbane Marine pilots pty Ltd,s
(BMP) application for authorisation ín respect of an exclusive pitotage services agreement at the port of
Brisbane.

The NBCG notesl the ACCC will now seek further submissions from interested parties. The NBCG also
notes thet the applicant or any interested party may request that the ACCC hold a conference to discuss
the draft determination, pursuant to section 9OA of the Act. The NBCG does not intend to seek a
conference, but would attend if the ACCC agreed to another party's request.

The NBCG's position

NBCG members compete in h ts. The
service provider operating w ent is
option. Whilst the NBCG reco Austral
which are resolved by endorsement of a single serv NBCG
with this outcome if the single service provider has arrived at this posítion through a competitive tender
process.

The NBCG's objection to BMP's application is based on BMP seeking authorisation without going
through a competent transparent tender process.

The NBCG will explain in this submission why it believes there are practical difficulties ín achieving an
exclusive licence outcome and will offer an alternative argument, based on the knowledge ãnd
experience of its executive staff.

The NBCG accepts that harbour pilotage is different: pilot reøuitment and training are controlled by the
pilotage entity providing a service in an Australian port. In Brisbane's case it is ùe BMp. gMp are theonly qualified organisation capable of recruiting and training prospective Brisbane pilots. The
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unanswered question: would BMP pilots, who are shareholders in BMP, train pilots who they haven't
recruited, and could potentially become their commercial rivals?

ACCC summary

The NBGG's comments on the ACCC's bullet point summaryt follow:

. Agree

. Agree

' !n a relatively small market the doubling up of assets and implementing a competitive pricing regime
is a significant barrier to entry should BMP operate witfr written dãwn assets or is prìvy 

-to 
a

beneficial chartering regime that is exclusive to BMp

' The NBCG asserts that the only reason a licensed Brisbane pilot would seek alternative
employment would be as a consequence of the new arrangements offering a financial carrot.
Coupled with this cost and the need to have a competitíve pricing regime, there would be no
incentive to invest in infrastructure. The modellíng has previously beeñ un{ertaken and doesn't work
as a commercial option.

The NBGG's suggested options

The NBCG stated in its first submission that there were three viable alternatives the ACCC could
consider in response_to BMP's application for authorisation to give effect to an arrangement it has
entered into with the State of Queensland (Maritime Safety Queensland). Under this agrêement, MSe
must acquire all pilotage services at the port of Brisbane from BMP until 31 December 2013.

The three options follow with comment from the NBCG as to their suitability:

Parallel competìtion

The author of this submíssion has participated in two harbour pilotage tender's3 and acknowledges that
withoul support from licensed pilots cunently serving in Brisbane thé baniers to entry are too hìgh and
the risks associated with pricing attraction too great to sustain a commercially viable áfternative piotage
service.

Naturally a financial modelling exercise was undertaken based on a reasonable estimate of market
share, acceptable KPls and pilot productivity, capital asset acquisition and a reasonable estimate of
improved pilot remuneration levels. The models clearly showed that such an arrangement was not
commercially sustainable.

The capacity of a provider to increase pilot productivity or decrease service levels would only result in
customer dissatisfaction and søutiny by the licensor (MSO).

The^actual employment of pilots who are currently licensed for Brisbane is a significant challenge, The
NBCG doubts that any new entrant would be able to attract existing licensed pilõts who would bã willing
to offer alternative services, as there appears to be no obvious reaJons for thið to happen.

The NBCG acknowledges that in Brisbane's relatively small market administration costs would be a
significant barrier to entry for a new entrant seeking to enter the market.

Serial competition (exclusive tícensing)

ln the Australian port context with relatively small volumes, the NBCG would normally support a serial
tender process. ln a properly constructed tender the process would take into account pri'ó, return on
assets, service delivery, the licensor's KPls as well as a mechanism to dealwith volume iluctuations.
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However in the case of an exclusive pilotage contract, the NBCG is of the opinion that such a tender
would only attract one bidder unless there are serving BMP pilots who would be attracted to starting
their own company or joining a new pilotage company. The difficulty with this arrangement is that
neither BMP nor the new entity would have the prerequisite number of pilots to meet tender document
specifications and would be considered non-conforming tenders.

Obviously a serial competition model would reduce asseta expenditure and administration staff costs.
Because pilotage volumes are not large by international standards, administration costs and capital
commitment will be proportionally higher when there is more than one provider. Restricting the provision
of pilot services to one licensed provider in the Brisbane pílotage market would normally result in
competitive prices for customers,

However in the case of Brisbane pilotage the NBCG is not convinced that a serial competition tender
would result in more than one provider bidding for the licence.

Open book exchange

Given the above comments the only alternative that has the potential to deliver limited competitive
tension coupled with transparency would be for an open book arrangement whereby the licensors
would, in consultation with industry, develop a set of KPls, productivity goals, pricing benchmarks
capital expenditure limits and administration arrangements, which would be reviewed annually.

Provided BMQ entered into this arrangement in good faith, the NBCG advocates that this is the only
arrangement that will deliver certainty, productivity and price stabilisation acceptable to customers.
Obviously there is some way to go before reality is acknowledged given the price increases levied on
customers during the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), which were largely driven by pilot demanded
remuneration increases.

Yours faithfully
modities Group

Dale Cole
Executive Chairman

o Pilot vessel(s), motor vehicles, office space, fittings, computers and communication equipment
o Maritime Safety Queensland (MSO)


